LexisNexis® CounselLink®
Legal Department Optimization

The Right Process to Optimize Performance

Rediscovering the Value in Current Applications

Almost every operational aspect of corporate legal departments has changed over the past several
years. Increases in reporting and compliance activities are matched by budget constraints and the
encouragement to do more with less. Legal fees continue to grow, untested legal service suppliers
appear, and standard practices are no longer standard – they’ve been modified for a new environment.
To stay on track, legal departments are relying more on advanced application tools and data-driven
decisions. Your CounselLink Enterprise Legal Management (ELM) system is ideally suited for this role.
However, in these dynamic conditions, it may be time to reexamine business processes and technology
approaches to see if you’re still aligned with strategic goals and delivering the best possible results.

Recalibrating to Maximize ELM Strengths

Achieving that beneficial effect is the intent behind the CounselLink Legal Department Optimization,
a high-value, low-risk offering from the Strategic Consulting team. The optimization process helps
corporate counsel discover new ways of improving business operations and achieving higher levels of
productivity and efficiency.
Based on an expert assessment of your department, Legal Department Optimization consultants
prepare a detailed recommendations report and roadmap covering specific actions designed
to increase ELM strengths and capabilities. Whether suggestions involve a quick win activity for
immediate effect, or a long term project with bigger impact, the process can outline the actions,
timelines and estimated costs to enhance the performance of your group.

Reviewing the Optimization Process — Areas to Explore

During a CounselLink Legal Department Optimization, you have an active role in the evaluation of your
department’s ELM proficiency in these eight areas:
• Data Management			

• Invoice Processing

• Financial Oversight			

• Matter Governance

• Cost Management			

• Vendor Selection

• Department Structure			

• Feature Usage

Reviewing the Optimization Process — Sequence of Events

1. The assessment process starts with a brief questionnaire; your responses help strategic consultants begin to
understand the current operating environment, challenges, priorities and overall goals.
2. On-site sessions are the next step. Consultants schedule meetings with key stakeholders from senior management,
finance, legal department operations and system administration. These guided discussions uncover further details about
strategic initiatives, organization, practices for handling matters and legal spend, accounting rules and other functional
requirements.
3. The process concludes with the recommendations report and roadmap deliverables. Operational suggestions
will vary considerably for each department and may involve fee structures, formal training, budgeting practices, vendor
management and other activities, including those that do not directly impact your CounselLink solution.
If you’re looking for new ways to enhance the future state of your operations, take advantage of our expert insights and
outside perspectives by scheduling a CounselLink Legal Department Optimization. Talk with your LexisNexis representative,
call Dan Ruderman at (888) 495-4942, or email: LNCounselLink@lexisnexis.com.

Typical Optimization Roadmap Identifying High Priority Items and Timelines
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Reporting
Definition & analysis.
Mock-up reports &
dashboards.

Mock-up/deploy 2 exec
dashboards; design
additional reports.

Develop/deploy
new reports.

Invoice Management
Assess invoice
rules & potential
changes.

Plan new rule
deployment
January.

Financial Management
Pilot matter
budgeting.

Roll-out matter
budgeting.

Matter Coding
Agree on matter types; Implement correct
use related matters;
matter types;
analyze fields used. hide unused fields.

Vendor Management &
Fee Arrangement
Globalization

Deep dive on
vendor evaluation
& spend.

Assess AFA &
consolidation
levels.

Design/implement
Vendor Mgmt.
Program.

Establish new processes
and begin global rollout.
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